symbolic meanings from formal consistencies, i.e., the repeti
tion over the centuries of certain forms (E. B. Smith, Archi
tectural Symbolism, Princeton, 1953), but I am not sure wheth
er consistency of form means consistency of symbols or
convenience for functions.
4. Symbols and styles. Can one maintain a distinction be

tween aesthetic and taste impulses (style) and a range of asso
ciative reactions (symbols)?
5. Visual and auditory perception. I may have overstressed
the thought that Islamic culture finds its means of self-identi
fication in hearing and acting rather than in seeing. But I am
more than ready to be corrected on this point.

CONSERVATION OF THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT
FOR CULTURAL SURVIVAL
DOGAN KUBAN

The Aga Khan Award has been established to encourage the
formation of a specifically Islamic architecture as an expres
sion of modern Islamic civilisation. A natural concomitant to
this objective is the preservation of the Islamic image in our
physical environment. The continuity of our cultural identity
throughout the process of modernisation can only be guaran
teed by this act of preservation.
Industrial Ideology and Preservation. The physiognomies of
the cities in Muslim countries are rapidly becoming grotesque
imitations of those of modern Western cities. This trend runs
so counter to our aspirations that we must ask ourselves
whether it is even possible to resist the hegemony of modern
industry and communication and have a true Islamic image in
a city and its architecture, as we were able to do in bygone
centuries. This question is part of a larger one: will any histor
ic culture, be it Islamic, Indian, Chinese, or any other, man
age to survive as an entity distinct from the fabric of a uniform
modern civilisation? Or will they all be consumed by the
monopolising pressure of modern industry and mass communi
cation? Is it conceivable to have Turkish houses or Muslim
towns and at the same time to drive imported automobiles on
bridges built over the Bosphorus by foreigners, to construct
according to universal standards, to utilise universal electrical
devices, to broadcast and to receive worldwide television pro
grammes, and to promote tourism? How can one suppose that
the maintenance of cultural symbols can withstand the on
slaught of cost accounting and efficiency standards and yet be
keenly aware of the fact that all nations are being used as
arenas for opposing ideologies, that all markets are under the
strangling influence of international corporations, and that all
developing countries are subjected to the arm-twisting of in
ternational politics?
So many negative points bring into question the rational
ity of a proposal uniting modern industrial ideology with pres
ervation. Support, however, is forthcoming in the enduring
opposition of another group of universal—I might even say

eternal—factors that determine the behaviour of men and so
cieties. They are less often mentioned than the exigencies of
industrial development, though no less relevant, since they
are intrinsic to any human situation: language, religious atti
tude, geographical environment, race and, perhaps most im
portant, the inertia of cultural behaviour. The last, which ac
counts for a great part of our real cultural differences, has
amazing and recorded staying power; it is an eternal embryo of
future diversities. Compared to all these factors, the homo
genising effects of industrial civilisation may quite possibly
prove to be superficial and temporary.
I cannot predict the future of the postindustrial Muslim
man. At the moment, Muslim countries are so busy striving
for economic development that the industrial factor in our
everyday lives is greatly emphasised. On the other hand,
throughout the modern world today, whether rich or poor,
Western or non-Western, all countries are confronting all
kinds of social, economic, and political evils, often with an
encouraging optimism that suggests the ability to support a
struggle against prevailing conditions. The battle for the de
fence of the environment is evidence of this. The fight is not
so much one against industry as one against the domination of
an ideology that allows industry, never yet an integrated ele
ment in any developed concept of society, to roam at will, a
raging creature devouring the society itself. We are aware of
its power, but we are also hypnotised by it. That is why the
battle for a healthy environment, whether given by nature or
wrought by man, often seems to be in vain. The enemy is
identified, but is neither comprehended nor confronted head
on. It is the same deficiency in our perception of the human
environment that works against preservation and conserva
tion. Our willing but dumb submission only increases the rapaciousness of industry, making a desolate wasteland of hu
man societies. Industry has no organic relationship to human
life, which is a process in time; modern urbanisation and ar
chitectural practice mutilate the past because they are the out
come of a process that is lacking in any real understanding of

the time dimension in urban culture.
This is why conservation is generally thought of not as
something organically related to the whole process of change
in the human environment, but rather as something frozen,
irrelevant to the future, and therefore Utopian. But conserva
tion is not an impractical attempt by nostalgic minds to see
history preserved as an entity apart; it is a logical step in eval
uating changes in the whole environment.
Because of the rapid changes taking place in our cities, a
large part of the cultural continuity in our surroundings is
thought to be tied up with the future of those aspects of the
city that have an historical character, such as street patterns,
vernacular architecture, and traditional building materials. If
we were not looking for an Islamic city image—or, more sim
ply put, a city that represented our culture—many of the is
sues raised here would not have great import. But they are of
seminal importance.
Industrial Standards and the Obsolescence of the Physical Environ'
ment. When is a building old, and why do we destroy that
which is old? Technically speaking, a building can be declared
obsolete on a variety of grounds: structural, functional, envi
ronmental, economic. People usually assume that buildings
are destroyed because they become too difficult to maintain.
Technical failures or inadequacies of comfort, however, can
almost always be remedied. The unfortunate destruction of
our older buildings is more apt to be justified on the basis of
cultural and economic obsolescence. Ordinarily, for example,
we do not destroy mosques; instead we make them comfort
able by adding heating systems. We preserve the minarets and
install loudspeakers for the greater comfort of the muezzins.
We are also able to maintain and even use the old palaces, the
old khans, the old madrasas; we simply redefine their func
tions. The overriding consideration in the overwhelming ma
jority of cases is economic, and it is argued as follows:
All of the conditions of the obsolescence are remediable by
the expenditure of money. This expenditure will not be
spent unless it can be adequately compensated by the re
turns to be obtained from a more effective use of the build
ing in either its current use or some other use. If [the] ex
pected would not be sufficient, then the building is also
economically obsolescent. ... If the potential value of a
site for a new building is sufficiently high to justify its rede
velopment, this might be called site obsolescence.
Arguments like these are obviously based on simple profit.
They are typical of the Western world, where "a great part of
the preservation activity consists in creating, through the nor
mal process of planning, a healthy climate for old buildings so
that their economic life is prolonged." 2 One must realise,
however, that a day will come when this conservation can no
longer be economically justified. Following this logic, we are
forced to conclude that upon the termination of its economi
cal life, the cultural life of a building also draws to a close.
Any idea of preservation based on this premise is, then, ulti
mately meaningless. We can preserve and we want to preserve
old buildings only on the grounds of their lasting significance
to our culture. Preservation is an act of volition. We must pay
for it just as we pay for travel, entertainment, cultural activi

ties, books, cosmetics, toys, cars, and arms. Nevertheless, we
need an adequate theoretical rationale and a practical ap
proach, so that our inherited environment is deemed worth
preserving by all concerned.
By whom and how are the inadequacies of an aging build
ing to be evaluated? This is now done by the industry-oriented
culture and the industry-controlled media. As was noted earli
er, the destruction of what is not new is clearly a side effect of
the rate of consumption in an industrial society. It is the result
of profit making through the plundering of human resources
by an ever-growing demand for industrialisation. This should
not be misconstrued as yet another romantic attack on indus
try, but we must analyse carefully what has become simply a
conditioned reflex in many industrial societies. Industry as
sumed formidable power when it became habituated to the
profit motive and to unscrupulous interpretations of efficiency. 3
Under the avaricious influence of profit making the be
haviour of industry turned aggressive; aggressiveness requires
an outlet, and it has made itself felt in all areas of our experi
ence. Nor are its victims only the old and obsolete. Its effects
are all-pervasive; its multifarious demands on human beings
and on the earth's resources are insatiable, limitless. This in
satiable greed is not intrinsic to industry per se; it merely rep
resents one particular type of institutionalisation of industry.
Industrial society has created a human being conditioned
to evaluate everything according to industrial standards—but
efficiency as defined by numbers alone can be a grossly inade
quate yardstick. More cars and wider roads do not guarantee
more orderly traffic. Improved safety rules and more careful
driving are also needed: is it necessarily better, without any
other qualifications, to go to work by car rather than on foot?
Doesn't walking reduce the risks of ill health and danger and
decrease the consumption of natural resources? Is it not better
to shorten the distance between home and work, to live in
smaller towns with less air and noise pollution, to create a
denser social life, to counteract alienation, and to have more
safety? These arguments, of course, are all well known, and
while I do not intend to bring in a teleologica! argument, the
mechanism of numbers is in itself inhuman.
In order not to be overwhelmed by the impact of the quan
titative greatness produced by industrial societies, we must de
fine efficiency in a manner that is consonant with our own
conception of society. We ought not to introduce traffic chaos
if our cities are still tranquil; we ought not to consider a proj
ect that brings pollution to locations where the air is still fresh
and the water pure; we should abandon town planning theo
ries (e.g., those elaborated in the United States) and housing
projects devised for conditions in the industrialised countries.
We have the obligation to counter profit making as the only
motive in the development of our cities if we want to salvage
our heritage. And we cannot—we should not—hastily ac
cept standards of any kind for the regulation of our social and
urban life. Nor can we complacently assign a viable age to a
building, as is done in some Western countries, when a major
ity of our citizens lives in dwellings less comfortable than
those destroyed by speculative developers.
Whether this kind of control is feasible is far from certain.
But the possibility of urban planning that would express our
cultural identity, whether through preservation, renewal, or

new development, depends on our ability to decide for our
selves. The world at large will not offer to rescue our culture,
except perhaps where extinction would have international re
percussions, as in the case of the protection of an endangered
species of wildlife in Africa.
The Change of the Physical Environment and the Meaning of Pres
ervation. As our goal I propose that a building should remain
inviolate and be preserved as long as its form possesses mean
ing for us, and as long as its survival can be prolonged by
technical means.
Laying down this principle at this point might appear to be
premature, but if speculation and misguided industrial sym
bolism could be put aside, it would be practicable. The per
sistence of many institutions and many art forms and the pe
rennial use of many artifacts are easily observable. Being
thrifty with our building capital also seems to be eminently
reasonable. Preservation can never hinder the development of
the new, nor is it intended to; in all Islamic countries, popula
tion increases and social and institutional development will
require more and more new buildings—but only their harmo
ny with the old can possibly create an environment suitable
for the continuity of our cultural identity.
In the transformation of our physical environment, what
should the ratio of change to continuity be? How can one
calculate the optimal proportions between economy, psycho
logical balance, and cultural continuity? What is the real con
tribution of the inherited environment to our image of a city?
In our city plans we supposedly direct and control a pattern of
change. Does this pattern conform to a ready-made formula
for change, or is it an abstract model consisting of our evalua
tion of the actual trends of development? It is my belief that
most of what goes under the name of planning is simply the
blind following of trends. Yet what is a trend, if not the ex
pression of social demands sublimated and generalised through
the mass media in terms of the dominant ideology?
Preservation and conservation as they have been com
monly conceived should not find ready defenders among us. A
rational approach must involve consideration of the manmade environment in its entirety. Its qualifications should
provide for the fulfillment of our material, psychological, and
symbolic needs.
The nature of material standards established through daily
experience and propaganda can be debated, but it is evident
that any old or newly built shell can be appropriated and
adapted to satisfy them. On the other hand, psychological and
symbolic needs must also be satisfied. These needs can be per
sonal or societal. Some of our preferences may be obscure in
origin, such as the concept of life space, the nature of which
experimental psychology is only now attempting to decipher. 4
The hidden dimensions of our emotional field in our environ
ment may regulate our demands upon it, although we may be
unaware of those dimensions.
On the societal level, common aspirations are concerned
with social status as well as with the whole world of forms.
They are vital for the self-preservation of the individual with
in a society, and they are important for the sustenance of the
society itself. The general aesthetic values we hold have taken
shape over time: they are cumulative. The so-called tasteless-

ness of the modern environment is a product of its noncumu
lative character. Although opinions can be perpetrated on an
international scale through propaganda, they create only
fleeting values that may be temporarily powerful, but are easi
ly replaced. The old is engraved on stone and is sometimes
difficult to read; the new, although often sparkling and star
tling, is scratched on thin ice.
At this point the problem of historical continuity and in
tegrity comes into our discussion. In reply to Lynch's ques
tions "How far can we go in subsidising activities that are
likely to survive in preserved surroundings? To what degree
[does] contemporary utility, however discreetly provided, rup
ture the sense of historical integrity?" 5 we can only say that
the questions themselves are remarkably misleading. When
history is rightly viewed as continuous change, what kind of
integrity can we speak of as being disrupted? We cannot excise
a certain portion of the historical development and contend
that only the old part is integral. On the environmental level,
something completed has formal integrity. If left untouched, a
building, for instance, can retain its original integrity. An
other species of integrity has to be envisioned. What we
should look for is not the integrity of the past, which exists
only in the abstract and only in contrast to the modern pe
riod, but the integrity of aesthetic feeling revealed in a con
tinuum of forms. This alone can provide justification for the
preservation of an old street, for it bestows upon the viewer a
feeling of continuity and allows us to construct a new house in
a row of old houses, as long as it does not detract from them.
This is the way the old can inform the new.
In urban revival, we wipe out substantial areas of used
environment at great psychological and social cost, to be
replaced by new settings that lack many desirable features
of the old. Having suffered the pangs of uprooting and sad'
dened by the inhuman quality of much of the new urban
development, many of us conclude that it is time to stop
growth and change, or at least to leave the older areas alone
and concentrate growth in empty fringes.6
These are the sad remarks of an urban planner who feels impo
tent in the face of the profit drive. The inhuman qüality of
new urban areas is the symptom of an as yet undigested indus
trialisation. The new would not be so destructive if values and
the inducements of obsolescence were not based on industrial
standards alone, and if we sought continuity, rather than con
stant innovation for innovation's sake. While this position
might seem reactionary, I would contend that the dialectic of
change in the human environment has always shown a strong
element of continuity throughout history.
Relevant here is a further comment made by Lynch, who
rightly criticises the present situation and in the process inad
vertently discloses the inadequacies of the current concept of
preservation. In Western countries, "under the banner of his
torical preservation, we have saved many isolated buildings of
doubtful significance or present quality, which are out of con
text with their surroundings and without a means of support
ing their meaning to the public." 7 Let us focus for a moment
on these "isolated buildings of doubtful significance." Who
ascertains the significance of a building? Can it be ascertained
by a kind of consensus, or by a spokesman for the consensus?
Upon what criteria is the evaluation based? What is a "signifi

cant" building? Is a new building ipso facto more significant?
For whom? For how long a time?
This line of questioning unfailingly leads us to those build
ings of art-historical value. Their fine aesthetic quality has
been weighed by history; their very survival is proof of an
approving consensus. For simple dwellings, however, history
has withheld its assent. The focus of historical interest has
always been on the expensive and the monumental; the re
cent attention given to simple dwellings is a noteworthy phe
nomenon. Since modest dwellings do not offer a wealth of
forms or material, Lynch inquires in the manner of an ordi
nary citizen why this or that insignificant building should be
preserved. Such buildings would lose the onus of "doubtful
significance" if a consciousness of historical continuity carried
the intellectual totebag of industrial man. The significance of
a building would then be formed by its place in the continuity
of its spatial and temporal environment.
Moving to the problem of a building's being out of context
with its surroundings, we once again confront the common
failure of the imagination of industrial man in devising new
uses for buildings that are compatible with the buildings'
changed surroundings. However, if he were to let go of the
profit motive, he would not find it difficult to invent a new,
meaningful use for any building. If a building has become in
congruous with its surroundings, it is because change has oc
curred suddenly, without taking the older building into con
sideration, and with the subconscious intent of eventually
doing away with it. If this were not the case, a formal and
functional harmony would have been established from the be
ginning. Drastic change is a contemporary phenomenon, but
so is purposeful preservation.
While it is true that many decisions for preservation have
been made without consideration of the means of mainte
nance, this situation is the inevitable consequence of current
priorities. The purse strings of speculators can hardly be ex
pected to loosen for an allocation of funds to be wasted on the
maintenance of old buildings. Furthermore, many preserva
tion schemes are undertaken that are meaningless to a public
conditioned to respond eagerly to the stimulus of the new be
cause they are told it is better. Undeniably the new can often
look attractive to the owner of the old, but is a new experi
ence with an old building any less appealing for many millions
of people? It has been shown in recent years that through a
well-organised campaign such as the European Heritage Year,
the attitude of the public can become favourably disposed to
ward preservation proposals. During the past few years, proj
ects for both renewal of old and infill of new buildings into an
old environment have proved successful for a variety of design
purposes. "A world that can be modified progressively" is a
powerful leavening ingredient in our discussions, and it might
also prove useful for the psychological balance of society.
Town Planning and Approaches to Preservation and Conserva
tion. There is no reasonable chance for our traditional archi
tecture and townscape to survive modern changes and build
ing activity if we do not consider the totality of the relation
ship between man and society, plus nature and the man-made
environment, in terms of space organisation, existential time,
and location in time. An assessment of the reciprocal rela

tionship between the individual and his environment must be
based on the perception of this environment as shaped by a
specific culture and by nature. Unfortunately, in modern the
ories of city planning or architecture, nothing comes to mind
that gives due importance to the individual as a cultural enti
ty, a unit of irreducible originality, except the sharp criticism
that brings his absence into stark relief. What diversity can be
observed when five Turks and five Englishmen devise a social
and physical theory of town planning? None. Their theoreti
cal approach to preservation is essentially the same. But plans
for the conservation of Ghent, Carcassonne, Isfahan, or Safranbolu cannot be approached with uniform and one-dimen
sional theories. Preservation promises to be a hopeless chapter
in town planning practice if the current trends in modern city
development—inflated land values, high-rise buildings, cars,
and a general fascination with the new—continue to govern
our decisions. Modern attitudes toward physical ambience
should be reconsidered. We have to reject the impoverished
standards of minimums, maximums, and even optimums that
derive from oversimplified data and the interests of efficiency.
The actual physiognomy of modern Muslim cities is painfully
inefficient, not to mention its being irrelevant to present the
ory and practice.
Until we can arrive at at comprehensive theory of the
physical environment that encompasses both past and future,
both small and large dimensions, and in which the individ
ual—the real user—takes his proper place, with everything
else defined in relation to him, we should prefer the humane
quality conferred by empirical methods. Until a certain cul
tural and economic stabilisation in our countries is achieved,
numbers alone cannot constitute the mainstay of a theory of
town planning. Conservation as the use and reuse of the exist
ing environment is the field most appropriate for such an ap
proach, because the quality to be dealt with and the quality
sought are already there at our disposal. We would then have
to deal only with the changing aspects of quantity.
In the West, where the modern theory of conservation
took shape, the problem of historical continuity between the
preindustrial and industrial city did not arise. History did not
have to be denied or rejected before it could become modern.
But in the Muslim and other non-Western countries, modern
ism was bought at the expense of the historical; a handy axiom
was that the more conservative people are, the more of the
historical environment they will destroy, because only
through this sacrificial rite can they prove themselves worthy
initiates of the modern world. Certainly there are deeper rea
sons for their behaviour, though it is a point worth remember
ing. That is why the Western approach to preservation in toto
is unacceptable. We have to evaluate our environment as a
function of our people, as the raison d'être of our history, and
as a provision for historical continuity. While too great an
emphasis on preserving the old can bring charges of chauvin
ism, my observations thus far have made clear, I hope, that
conservation involves much more than just preservation.
Faulty conclusions in the problems or theory of conserva
tion have their source in the premise that conservation is
merely another, albeit more complex, planning problem that
can be handled through the methodology of urban design. But
conservation is not just another type of planning, nor can it

be classified as nonplanning, although that is closer to its na
ture. If I were to give it a name, it might he "reverse plan
ning." It must capture within it the dialectical nature of the
changing environment; it must embody the struggle of the old
and the new.
A planning process that incorporates the past as something
living is not planning in the usual sense. If a house is kept intact,
it has no need for a new plan; it is simply preserved. It is in this
sense that, theoretically, total preservation becomes total nonplanning. But since we cannot expect to preserve everything, we
must have some way of reaching decisions, and this is what I call
reverse planning. Our starting point in conservation is what al
ready exists, and our goal is to change it as little as possible. Our
decisions merge with previous decisions, and that is why we can
not use normal town planning criteria. While this should not be
taken to mean that conservation is unrelated to other aspects of
environmental studies, we obviously lack a theory broad enough
to cover decisions about the physical environment that en
compass its past, present, and future simultaneously.
Future Conservation of the Historical
Environment. Conservation is es
sentially a cultural decision. Yet
conservation specialists work hard
to show that in practice it is also ec
onomically viable. Sometimes it is,
h
but culture and economy do not
necessarily share common aspira
tions. If the industrially-minded
man proves that conservation is not
economical, what kind of economy
is he talking about? On the level of
personal profit it might be uneco
nomical, but it could still be eco
nomical in terms of the economy of
the country. Conservation must be
viewed first and foremost on a na
tional scale. Tearing down usable
buildings is waste, to be sure, but
finding proper ways to impede such waste is another matter.
In socialist countries, conservation can be declared a general
cultural policy and can easily be put into effect. In capitalist
countries, private owners must be persuaded or paid to con
serve the nation's heritage.
Here again we should not look to Western practice for
guidance. In York, for example, acquisition, improvement,
resale, lease, or anything else that improves the historical set
ting is not undertaken unless a profitable return is likely. If we
proceed in the same way our cities will be doomed to destruc
tion. York is in a good state of preservation and is well-maintained—it can afford the luxury of waiting. But if we cannot
substantiate that conservation is economical in actual circum
stances, we must demonstrate its desirability in other ways.
Also, we should not overlook the economical assets of old
housing stock, in view of the housing shortage in Muslim
countries and the space needed for growing city populations.
What further justifications are there for preservation and con
servation? If the old quarters are preserved with all their for
mal characteristics, except for the addition of modern facili
ties, they will immediately become more attractive: cars will

not run through the streets, filling them with noise and nox
ious gases; houses will be surrounded by greenery; the environ
ment will be favourable for social intercourse and safer for
children.
There are clearly no grounds for expecting the private sec
tor to involve itself in conservation except in special cases of
public support or tourism. Public money will be essential, at
least at the beginning, since direct financial profit is of no
immediate relevance to the public authorities or the govern
ment. On the other hand, when we realise that the amount of
public money allocated for these purposes is bound to be lim
ited, large-scale conservation becomes impossible without the
community's direct involvement. At this point we have to
resolve the dilemma of cultural demands bound by financial
constraints. If preservation depends on self-image, it cannot
be called into being by laws; the support of the public is neces
sary. And while supportive public opinion can be generated
through an active public-relations campaign, it cannot be sus
tained for long if it does not reflect some real demand.
Art historical, archaeological,
and aesthetic interests are not com
monly found in the majority. People
may show interest in old buildings
because they have some connection
with historical events. But for largescale conservation we have to devise
a new methodology to educate the
public. If they cannot be made to re
gard their history as part of their
life, earnest efforts by an intelligent
sia to save the historic environment
will end in disappointment. The is
sues we are discussing are, then, ul
timately ideological. The desire for
a specifically Islamic character in
our environment is no different in
function from the modern ideology
of industry, and promulgating it is
simply another aspect of the struggle against the blind imperi
alism of industry. For some of us, losing this battle would
mean losing any hope for a reasonably humane environment
in a foreseeable future.
Conservation is not the ultimate stage in our expectations
for our surroundings. It is the beginning. Since it is organical
ly connected with the creation of the new, it is also a lasting
aspect of environmental change. We can regard it as the phys
ical basis of cultural identity: to get stability through change,
we employ the past. Conservation offers motives for imagin
ing new functions and embellishes the monotony of everyday
life. Conservation will not only reconstruct history, but will
retrieve for us its intrinsic aesthetic quality. What we preserve
are not simply the relics of some class in some old society, but
objects that are expressions of human effort. That a dichoto
my exists between old and new is an assumption based on false
premises; only their harmony can lead to better living condi
tions in our environment.
Some Practical Aspects of Preservation. Preservation of the
traditional building stock is no longer concentrated in the

great centres of Turkey such as Istanbul, Izmir, Ankara, and
other rapidly industrialising cities (although Istanbul still has
a sizable stock of old dwellings) but in smaller cities, towns,
even large villages. The traditional houses are, in most cases,
two-story buildings with small courtyards or gardens. The res
toration and reuse of these houses involves for the most part
establishing structural soundness and setting functional im
provements appropriate for modern living into the existing
volume and floor area. This last usually presents no problem,
because the floor space is almost always sufficient for modern
accommodations. The structural decisions are determined by
the goal of the preservation. If we agree to separate the exteri
or of the building, as public property and as the part that
contributes historical continuity to the environment, from
the interior, as private and flexible property, the structure can
be radically transformed. It must be confessed, however, that
the process can be rather expensive. It is occasionally under
taken, but structural intervention on a large scale should be
kept to a minimum.
The distribution of the usable floor surface, redistribution
of the functional organisation of the house, physical comfort,
and safety are the concrete problems that most often need to
be solved. Structural intervention is decided according to re
quirements in each particular case. At present the building
market is short of materials for the maintenance or repair of
old houses such as prefabricated elements to replace old floors,
lightweight floor revetments especially designed for the pur
pose, and prefabricated modern equipment for service facili
ties. These are indeed severe problems, but they can be reme
died in the long run. On the other hand, the inconvenience
of old house plans has proved amenable to solution. Though
design has been the least discussed aspect of preservation, for
those involved, it has proved to be a most exciting one.
A study of the old house of Alanya, made by §ener of the
Istanbul Technical University demonstrated that the organi
sation and dimensions of these houses were sufficient for mod
ern housing requirements. All modern standards could be met
with the existing shell, without even changing the extant dis
tribution of space. The usable space is in fact larger than that
required in the standards of social housing. Another example
is a large house from Safranbolu in northwest Turkey, which
will be used as a small hotel. A third is in Gaziantep, where

three different uses for the same house have been proposed: a
maternity hospital, a small library, and a student hostel. In
finding new uses for old houses, finding a satisfactory use is of
crucial importance. In Turkey obsolescence of houses and ob
solescence of the environment go hand in hand. The percent
age of owners who would like to build a new home on the site
of the old one is never large. Until the idea of total environ
ment takes root, the old building stock will have to house
students, the elderly, and newcomers to the cities, or serve as
social halls, maternity clinics, libraries, exposition halls,
small hotels, and the like. In smaller towns, houses with gar
dens would be perfect for families moving in from rural areas. I
am aware that uprooting the original population will elicit
protest. But our cities are not like Bologna, where there is a
stable population. In many recently developed cities the old
quarters are inhabited by newcomers, but keeping the old so
cial stratum in place is certainly of great importance wherever
it can be done.
Conservation units should be kept as small as possible—a
quarter, or better yet a street—since more flexibility can be
obtained with smaller units. Obviously the size of the unit will
be dictated by the characteristics of the site. A continuous
landscape such as that presented by the Bosphorus is of a dif
ferent nature, and other factors become very important opera
tionally. In the plans for conservation an operational unit,
whatever its size, should not exceed the size of an aesthetically
or functionally continuous site. In practice, in town centres
this unit can well be a street. The nodal points between units
should not only unify but also distinguish. The spatial dimen
sions of the nodal points should be included in the unit under
consideration. A nodal point will thus belong to two or more
units and function as an element of transition and continuity
in the city landscape.
Up to this point only the exterior aspect along the streets
of the town has been considered, but the facade that is hidden
from the street, as is the case in the uneven topography so
characteristic of Turkish settlements, can have equal formal
importance. The plan for a conservation area should indicate
the link with the communications network, the preserved
buildings, the operational units, and that third dimension of
the preserved buildings, their facades and volumes. What re
mains falls within the province of architecture.

